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The inhabitants of 25th century earth are dying. A deadly brain virus is taking a large death toll and it is up to
one scientist to stop it.

The problem for Dr. Kane Edmonds is that the one form of plant-life she believes is necessary for a cure has
long been extinct, dwelling nowhere else within the solar systems except the earth's past.

Kane plans for every contingency when she agrees to travel through time to hunt down the life-saving plant.
Every contingency, that is, except for falling in love.

When Kane meets George Wyndom, the dark and formidable Earl of Blackmore, she wonders if she'll ever
be able to let him go. What Kane doesn't understand is that she has no say in the matter, for the handsome
earl is determined to keep her.

This e-book tells us the story of the grandson several generations removed of Thomas & Maya MacGregor
(After the Storm). This book, however, can be read without reading its predecessor.
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From Reader Review Before The Fire for online ebook

Lukman Manggo says

22 Nov
It is hi-fi fiction book. It seems good !
The story happened on the years of 2429 AD.
Kane, the main character, I think, must back to ancient 18th century time to get one plant using for the
healing to Egis who had been ill because of the BV-5 virus that can be heal by one of the plant, name
Kabitross, which had been extinct on 25th century.
Kane had to back to middle age century time to get the plant. She had to refilled her memory with un-
organize random 18th, 19th, 20th data. (most of the data regarding ancient course had been destroy on world
war 4 and world war 5.
On the years of 1700 AD Kane met with George, the handsome English nobleman, and after some up-down
funny thing happend among them, they getting married.
Malea, Kane best friend on the years 2429 AD had come to joined with her on the mission to find the
Karbitros plan.

Mary Joseph-Alvarado says

Fire

Great story line, loved the character, want I discover who the witch was and what happens to Linder and
Charlotte

MK says

This is a long read, that is quite enjoyable, although I doubt that the mannerisms of the characters in this
story which is set in the year 1774, England is correct. I'm also quite peeved that in many chapters, George's
full name and title are being repeated as the intro of each. Also how choosy the H at first and describes every
physical faults of women being thrown at him by his mother.

I like the fact that the author likes everyone to have a happy ending that she pairs him or her with somebody.
The scenes are funny, the dialogues witty and it keeps you reading without being bored.

Jane Stewart says

Nice people meet. Nice things happen. It was pleasant but it could have used more spark, maybe more
conflict.

STORY BRIEF:
Dr. Kane Edmonds time travels from 2429 earth to 1776 England. She is searching for a plant that became



extinct. The plant will cure a disease in 2429. George is an earl. Some years ago his wife Nina was
murdered. The murderer was never caught. Some suspect George killed her. George needs to find a wife to
create an heir, but he hasn’t found anyone who appeals to him. When Kane and George see each other, they
are immediately drawn to each other.

REVIEWER’S OPINION:
This had a pleasant, playful feeling. George finds flaws in women such as a mole or a woman who picks her
nose. Kane wants sex right away, but George refuses out of respect for her. He loves her even though he
suspects she is not a virgin. There is not much conflict in the story. Nice things happen and more nice things
happen. This was one of the author’s early stories, before she got into more erotic writing. The sex scenes in
this book were mildly done. Several were referred to rather than showing details.

DATA:
Narrative mode: 3rd person. Digital count story length: 6,155 (491 KB). Swearing language: mild, including
religious swear words. Sexual language: moderate. Number of sex scenes: 10. Setting: mostly 1776 England
plus a little 2429 earth. Copyright: 2000. Genre: time travel historical romance.

OTHER BOOKS:
For a list of my reviews of other Jaid Black books, see my 5 star review of One Dark Night.
http://www.goodreads.com/review/show/...

Teri says

Could not get into it. Only read about a third.

Brat says

Amazingly funny!!

It's so nice to sit down and read a amazing story that also makes me giggle the whole way through!!

Jennie says

She lost me at "planabotonologist". DNF

Bonnie Keller says

Wonderful time travel historical romance

I give this book five stars. I could not put it down and read this book in one night.
Just the right amount of sex and romance rolled into one great story.



Girl travels back in time on a mission to save thousands of lives in search of a mysterious
Extent flower needed to make a medicine to cure a brain disease. Meet a lusty Lord in search of
A wife to give him an heir. It's love at first sight and the entertainment begins......


